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Disassembly sequence has received much attention in recent years. This work proposes a multiobjective optimization of model for selective disassembly sequences and maximizing disassembly profit and minimizing disassembly time. An improved scatter search (ISS) is adapted to solve proposed multiobjective optimization model, which embodies diversification generation of initial solutions, crossover combination operator, the local search strategy to improve the quality of new solutions, and reference set update method. To analyze the effect on the performance of ISS, simulation experiments are conducted on different products. The validity of ISS is verified by comparing the optimization effects of ISS and nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II).

1. Introduction

In order to protect environment and promote reuse and remanufacturing of used products, it is essential that disassembly of used products should be performed. One of the important topics is disassembly modeling and planning. Disassembly modeling methods mainly include an undirected graph, directed graph, AND/OR graph and Petri nets. Moore et al. [1] proposed Petri net approach to describe the logical relationship of product assembly and presented the AND/OR graph search method to obtain the optimal disassembly sequence. Hui et al. [2] adopted disassembly feasible information diagram to represent the product disassembly sequence and operation information and proposed genetic algorithm to search the possible set of disassembly sequence. Min et al. [3] developed the disassembly feasibility analysis method in which all the disassembly sequences were transformed into AND/OR graph to derive an efficient disassembly sequence. Moore et al. [4] and Glover [5] proposed the disassembly precedence matrix method to determine the optimal feasible solution. Gungor and Gupta [6, 7] generated the optimal disassembling sequence based on the geometry precedence relationship of components. They also proposed the evaluation method pertaining to the efficiency disassembly. Srinivasan and Gadh [8] used wave propagation method to solve the objective components disassembly problem and disassembled the least number of components as evaluation index to generate the optimal disassembly sequence. Chung and Peng [9] considered the bulk disassembly of components, and reachability of tools, and proposed an integrated selective disassembly method, aimed at products disassembly to produce the best disassembly method. Kara et al. [10] proposed a contact map to establish the priority rules to generate disassembly sequences, containing the objective component of all of the feasible disassembly sequence finally by screening to obtain the best optimal disassembly sequence. Wang et al. [11] developed geometrical reasoning methods to get disassembly components and used ant colony algorithm starting from the initial disassembly of components until disassembly of the objective component. Yi et al. [12] established general machinery components basis on CAD model and proposed one kind selective disassembly planning algorithm of disassemble wave components to obtain the best optional disassembly sequence. Li et al. [13–15] used hybrid map to analyze objective disassembly sequence and used genetic algorithm to get disassembly sequence. Wang et al. [16] proposed an ant colony optimization algorithm...
for intelligent selective disassembly. The number of initial
disassembly components as the number of ants, multiple
ants individual cooperative to search objective components,
until disassembly objective components was found [17] used
direct method and constraint release method to research
the generation of objective sequence, for each disassembly
sequence by searching the objective component to delete
repeat sequences, and finally get the disassembly sequence
of objective components. Tian et al. proposed a chance
constrained programming approach to determine optimal
disassembly sequence [18–20]. A Petri net is a graphic modeling
method, which is widely used in modeling and analyzing
discrete event systems such as semiconductor manufacturing,
recommender system, and automated manufacturing system
[21–24]. Tang and Grochowski employed a machine learning
approach based on a disassembly Petri net and a hybrid
Bayesian network. It models the disassembly process and pre-
dicts the outcome of each disassembly action by examining
the probabilistic relationships among the different aspects
of the disassembly process [25, 26].

The above overviewed results show that the prior
researches mainly focused on disassembly sequence opti-
mization with a single disassembly target, that is, disassembly
time or cost. However, in an actual disassembly process, a
decision maker may want to maximize the disassembly profit,
as well as minimize the disassembly time. To handle it, a
multiobjective optimization issue needs to be addressed. To
do so, this work proposes a selective disassembly sequence
optimization problem to establish a multiobjective optimiza-
tion model for product disassembly. Namely, the aim of
this work is to find a new way to determine the optimal
disassembly sequence by taking multiple objectives into full
account. In addition, a scatter search (SS) is adapted to solve
the proposed model based on its characteristics. Compared
with existing researches, we have three contributions: (1) this
work extends the current disassembly information models
and makes it better to describe actual conditions; (2) to solve
multiobjective disassembly sequence optimization problem,
a scatter search algorithm is designed, which includes diver-
sification generation of initial solutions, crossover combina-
tion operator, and reference set update method; solutions
improved operator is proposed to improve the quality of
new solutions; (3) via experiments on multigroup randomly
generated instances and in comparison with nondominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), this work validates
the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed model and
algorithm in solving multiobjective disassembly optimization
problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes a disassembly problem and establishes its mathe-
matical model. Section 3 describes SS algorithm. Section 4
presents the solutions to several cases. Finally, Section 5
concludes our work.

2. Problem Assumptions and Notations

2.1. Assumptions. The selective disassembly problem is to find
an optimal disassembly sequence for single or multiple target
components. The optimal sequences concern the geometric
constraints of the assembly and precedence reorientations
of the assembly during the disassembly process.

This work makes the following assumptions.

(1) The end-of-life product is composed of different types
of components.

(2) Disassembly direction is as follows. Each component
is disassembled within 3D space and can be disassem-
bled in special directions, which are indexed as +x, +y, +z, −x, −y, and −z.

(3) Disassembly method is as follows. According to the
disassembly method for each component, the process
consists of destructive disassembly (D), which focuses
on materials, rather than component recovery, and
nondestructive disassembly (N), which focuses on
components rather than material recovery.

(4) The disassembly sequence must satisfy predefined
precedence relationship.

(5) Disassembly recovery profit and cost is dependent on
the disassembly methodology.

2.2. Notations

Problem Parameters

\( n \) is the number of components composed of the EOL
product.

\( j \) is index of component, \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

\( P_j \) is components set of component \( p_j \).

\( m_{ij} \) is penalty value due to the disassembly method
change between components \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) (0: if method
change is not required and 1: if method change is
required).

\( d_{ij} \) is penalty value due to direction change between
components \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) (0: if direction change is not
required, 1: if 90° change is required, and 2: if 180°
change is required).

\( t^D_j \) is needed time for destructive disassembly compo-
nent \( p_j \).

\( t^\circ_j \) is needed time for nondestructive disassembly
component \( p_j \).

\( C^0_j \) is cost value for nondestructive disassembly com-
ponent \( p_j \).

\( C^1_j \) is cost value for destructive disassembly compo-
nent \( p_j \).

\( R^N_j \) is revenue value when recovering component \( p_j \) in
a nondestructive manner.

\( R^D_j \) is revenue value when recovering component \( p_j \) in
a destructive manner.

\( R^0_j \) is revenue value when recovering component \( p_j \) is
not disassembled.
Decision Variables

\[ \Pi = \{ \pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n \} \] is disassembly sequence set.
\[ Y = \{ y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n \} \] is binary decision vector for the disassembly category (disassembled or not). \( y_j = 0 \); component \( p_j \) is disassembled; \( y_j = 1 \); component \( p_j \) is not be disassembled.

\[ X = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \} \] is binary decision vector for the disassembly method. \( x_j = 0 \) denotes a nondestructive method to disassemble component \( p_j \); \( x_j = 1 \) denotes a destructive method to disassemble component \( p_j \).

\[ \Gamma \] is the set of vectors \( Y \).
\[ \Omega \] is the set of vectors \( X \).

\[ \Pi \] is satisfying disassembly precedence relations between \( n \) components of all the feasible set of permutations, and \[ \Pi = \{ \pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_{|\Pi|} \} \]

2.3. Mathematical Modelling for Multiobjective Selective Disassembly

This paper considers the selective disassembly model where multiple objectives are considered. The first objective is disassembly time from the view of recovery efficiency. The second objective is recovery profit from the view of economic income. Most of the literatures address primarily single objective disassembly problem and the models with multiobjectives are transformed into a single objective for simplicity. However, the single objective model may not capture the real world characteristics in which multiobjectives often arise from the conflicting problem [27]. Based upon the above concept, the objective function depends on the disassembly sequence, which may include the penalty from the change of disassembly directions and disassembly methods. Let \( \hat{X} = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \} \) be a disassembly sequence and \( x_i \) is the component in the \( i \)th position of such a disassembly sequence. There is another decision variable \( Y \). The total disassembly time and overall recovery profit are simultaneously determined. Accordingly, a multiobjective optimization model can be described as follows:

\[
\min Z_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} DT_i \cdot (1 - y_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (m_{ij} + d_{ij}) (1 - y_i), \quad \pi \in \Pi, \quad y \in \Gamma; \tag{1}
\]

\[
\max Z_2 = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} R^D_{ij} - C^D_{ij} \right) (1 - y_j) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} R^S_{ij} y_j, \quad y \in \Gamma. \tag{2}
\]

Detaching component \( j \) is defined in \( DT_j \):

\[
DT_j = \left( 1 - x_j \right) + \left( 1 - x_j \right) x_j. \tag{3}
\]

Total disassembly revenue can be calculated by the following formula:

\[
R^D_j = \sum_{j=1}^{n} R^D_j (1 - x_j) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} R^S_j x_j, \quad x \in \Omega. \tag{4}
\]

Since this paper involves minimizing disassembly time of an EOL product and maximizing disassembly profit for two-objective optimization, which requires a computerized optimization procedure, the original SS is designed to address single objective problem and produce excellent results in shorter running time. Hence, an improved multiobjective SS is developed as an efficient solution methodology for selective disassembly sequence problem.

3. Scatter Search and Improved Design of Multiobjective Scatter Search

Scatter search (SS) as a heuristic algorithm was first proposed by Glover and has been successfully applied to solve hard optimization problem [5]. SS uses the diversification and intensification strategies to provide efficient solution for a variety of optimization problems. The performance of SS is rarely dependent on the randomness process during the search but is rather dependent on the systematic integrated method to solve optimization problem [2, 28–30]. In this paper, an improved SS is adopted to solve the multiobjective selective disassembly sequence problem.

3.1. The Framework of SS Algorithm. Scatter search consists of the following procedures: diversification generation, solution improvement, reference set update method, subset generation, and solution combination method [31]. Figure 1 shows the structure of scatter search algorithm.

The diversification generation method focuses on the systematic generation of diverse solution over randomization. The improvement method tries to update a solution into one or more enhanced solutions. The reference set update method is to build a reference set consisting of some of the best solutions. Subset generation method is designed to operate on the reference set to produce a subset. Solution combination method is to transform the subset of solutions into more combined solutions.

3.2. Solution Encoding Scheme. According to the problem in this research, solution encoding scheme is described as follows. Each individual solution appears the tuple-link structure \( I = \{ \pi, Y, X \} \), where \( \pi = \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \} \) represents the disassembly sequence, \( Y = \{ y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n \} \) represents the corresponding component whether component is performed, and \( X = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \} \) represents the selection of disassembly method. Basically, three possible direction changes may occur for manual disassembly under the assumption of stabilized product. The first is no direction change (i.e., +x to +x, +y to +y, +z to +z, –x to –x, –y to –y, and –z to –z), which has no penalty. The second direction change is a 90° change (e.g., +x to +y, –x to +z, and –z to +x), which has a penalty of 1. The third direction change is a 180° change (i.e.,
Figure 1: Schematic plot of Scatter search.

Table 1: Problem parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>[2, 3]</td>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>[2, 3]</td>
<td>[2, 3]</td>
<td>[3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{ij} )</td>
<td>+y</td>
<td>+x</td>
<td>+z</td>
<td>−z</td>
<td>−z</td>
<td>+y</td>
<td>−x</td>
<td>−z</td>
<td>−y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_j )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_j^0 )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_j^1 )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_j^N )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_j^0 )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Coding and the objective function of individual.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
\pi & 3 & 9 & 8 & 2 & 1 & 7 & 4 & 10 & 6 & 5 \\
Y & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
X & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
Z_1 & 29 & & & & & & & & & \\
Z_2 & 16 & & & & & & & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

The left side frame door of a simplified aircraft is taken as a case study example to analyze the selective disassembly sequence planning. It contains 10 components and its index is denoted from 1 to 10. Its precedence relationship, disassembly direction, different disassembly method, disassembly time, disassembly cost, and disassembly profit are as shown in Table 1. This paper embodies 6 disassembly directions of component; that is, its left and right movement direction is \(-x\) and \(+x\), before and after movement direction is \(+y\) and \(-y\), and up and down movement direction is \(+z\) and \(-z\).

An example is introduced to illustrate the solution encoding scheme as shown in Table 1. The individual \( I \) is encoded as shown in Table 2. The constraints condition must be satisfied as follows: component 9 must be disassembled prior to component 8 and after component 3; component 9’s disassembly direction is \("-z\"\), disassembly time \((t_9 = 3)\) is 3 units of time, disassembly direction change time \((d_{39})\) is 1 unit of time, disassembly method change time \((m_{39})\) is 0 unit of time, disassembly profit is 5 yuans \((R_0^9 = 5)\), disassembly cost is 4 yuans \((C_0^9 = 4)\), according to the objective function formula calculated disassembly time is 29 seconds \((Z_1 = 29)\), and disassembly profit is 16 yuans \((Z_2 = 16)\).

3.3. Generation of Initial Solution Set \( P \). As the number of components increases the numbers of solutions does so drastically. Some generated solutions/individuals among them may not meet a precedence relationship constraint. They should be regenerated. The initial solution set \( P \) is randomly generated through the following procedure. (1) The randomly generated disassembly sequence \( \pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \) constructs the first component of individual solution \( I \). In addition, the precedence relationship must be satisfied with the constraints. (2) According to the element in the position of \( \pi \), the corresponding element is randomly placed into \( X \) and \( Y \) where \( y_j \in \{0, 1\} \), \( x_j \in \{0, 1\} \). (3) Repeat (1)-(2) processes until the initial solution set \( P \) is full.

3.4. Solutions to Improve Operator. In SS algorithm, solution improvement method is used to produce new high quality
solution by a local search method. The solution improvement process in this paper is introduced as follows: for a given individual \( I = (\pi, X, Y) \), exchange the two-position values in the \( \pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \) while ensuring that the precedence constraints are kept. Thus, bit values in vectors \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\} \) and \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) are changed by the rule “0” turning to “1” and “1” turning to “0.” A domination test procedure is performed after the solutions improvement process which checks whether the improved solutions are dominated or not. If the original solution dominates the newly generated solution, the new one will be abolished. Otherwise, the original solution will be replaced with the new generated solution. If both solutions are nondominated, the new one will be migrated to the external archive and the original one retains to avoid the worst solutions poured into the archive. The proposed improved method has the following advantages. First of all, in the solution improvement process, no nondominated solution is lost during the search process and they were inserted into the external archive. Second, this process enhances the local search ability of scatter search algorithm and solutions diversity is maintained to prevent the premature phenomenon.

3.5. Update Pareto Solution Set. In order to ensure the solving process to produce a high quality Pareto solution set, external archive is adopted [32]. The main purpose of external archive is to store each nondominated individuals during the search process. Whether the new solution is inserted into the external archive is determined by the achieve management process. Precisely speaking, in the solution improvement process or solution combination process, when a new solution is found, the dominant check test is triggered. If this new solution is dominated by the archive solution, this solution will be removed; otherwise, the solution is stored in the archive. If the solution in archive was dominated by new solution, the solution in archive will be replaced, the dominance measurement will stop until reach the maximum count number which is predefined parameter.

3.6. Generation of Reference Set. The proposed multiobjective SS is based on the SS. In order to improve searching performance, some modifications have been incorporated and new reference set updating mechanism has been developed. The reference set plays the significant role in the SS procedure. If all the solutions in the reference set are identical to each other during the search, the SS is subject to becoming stuck in the local optimum, even though employing a sophisticated procedure will not probably improve the best solutions found. The reference set is built to maintain a collection of high quality and diversity solutions. In our proposed improved multiobjective SS, the size of reference set is denoted by \( b_1 + b_2 + b_3 = |\text{ref set}| \), where \( b_1 \) best solutions are selected according to the function value of objective 1 and \( b_2 \) best solutions are selected according to the function value of objective 2, respectively. The \( b_3 \) solutions are added into the reference set due to Euclidean distances \( D \). The distance between two individuals to generate \( b_3 \) diversified solutions is as follows:

\[
D(I_1, I_2) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} |\text{pos}(p_j^{n_1}) - \text{pos}(p_j^{n_2})| + \sum_{j=1}^{n} |p_j^{v_1} - p_j^{v_2}| + \sum_{j=1}^{n} |p_j^{s_1} - p_j^{s_2}|,
\]

where \( \text{pos}(p_j^{n_i}) \) represents the position of component \( p_j \) in the disassembly sequence \( \pi \), \( p_j^{v_i} \) represents the bit value of component \( p_j \) in vector \( Y_1 \), and \( p_j^{s_i} \) represents bit value of component \( p_j \) in vector \( X_1 \).

For each diversity solution in reference set, the minimum value of distance to the other solutions in the reference set is calculated. We compute the minimum distance between solutions \( I_i \) and \( I_j \) in reference set as the following expressions

\[
D(I_i, \text{Ref}) = \min\{D(I_i, I_j) \mid I_j \in \text{Ref}\}.
\]

The \( b_3 \) solutions are selected from \( P \) with the criterion of maximizing the minimum similarity distance.

3.7. Generating Subsets. Subset generation method in SS generates the subsets of fixed or variable sizes and therefore operates on the reference set. The number of subset greatly affects the execution time of scatter search. In order to simplify the generation of new solutions and improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we adopt all 2-element subsets which consist of all pair-wise combinations of the solution in reference set.

3.8. Solution Combination Operator. Since the precedence relationship constraints exist, we employ the precedence preserved crossover PPX (precedence preservative crossover) as the Combination operator. The PPX crossover operator [33] compared with other crossover combination operators, the advantage of PPX is that precedence relationship constraints of each operation of parents are completely enforced from one generation to next and ensure that each operation sequence of offspring meets all the precedence relationship constraints. PPX operator is employed on the pair-wise sequence of the first segment of parent solutions. The newly generated sequence maintains the precedence relationship and determines the parent gene cross-order. In the process of PPX, first of all, two vectors PPX1 and PPX2 with the same length of component number \( n \) are randomly generated which represents the order in which the components are successively drawn from the Parent solution 1 and Parent solution 2. These operations pass on the parental permutations to generate two new offspring while keeping the original precedence relationship. This procedure is repeated until the first segment of two new offspring \( I_{c1} \) and \( I_{c2} \) is created. For example, consider two solutions \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \). Since the offspring rely on the first segment of the parental solutions, the left bits can be obtained with respect to corresponding position value of the disassembling sequence \( \pi \). Next, the mask arrays PPX1 and PPX2 are randomly created which consist of the number 1 and 2 representing the parent number from which the gene
3.9. Update Reference Set. Reference set update method uses improved new solutions scheme as updated reference set, so that the reference set ensures maintaining high quality solutions and the diversity solutions. Through improved solution method, the generated solution is superior to the reference set solution regarding the quality or diversity aspect. The generated solutions will be comprised of the reference set, while the solutions in the reference set with worse quality or lack of diversity will be excluded. Presently, there are two kinds of reference set update methods, called the dynamic reference set update method and static reference set update method, respectively. We employ the dynamic reference set update method in this paper.

4. Computational Experiments

To test the effectiveness of the proposed method in this work, a case from Literature [27] is considered to validate in the experiments. The case contains 10 parts and its product structure shown in Figure 3 notes that problem parameters are modified according to the problem definition in this paper. Parameters of running this case are set as follows: needed time for destructive disassembly component $t_j^D$ is $t_j^D \in [1, 15]$; needed time for nondestructive disassembly component $t_j^N$ is $t_j^N \in [1, 15]$; cost value for nondestructive disassembly component $C_j^0$ is $C_j^0 \in [1, 10]$; cost value for destructive disassembly component $C_j^1$ is $C_j^1 \in [1, 10]$; revenue value when recovering component $p_j$ in a nondestructive manner is $R_j^N \in [1, 10]$; revenue value when recovering component $p_j$ in a destructive manner is $R_j^D \in [1, 10]$; revenue value when recovering component $p_j$ is not disassembled $R_j^N \in [1, 10]$.

We use the Java language implements improved scatter search algorithm, which runs on Windows XP operating system Pentium IV (2.66 GHz/2.0G RAM) PC. The results of running the experiment once for the product with 10 components (as shown in Figure 3) are shown in Table 3.

To further test the model and algorithm optimization results and time efficiency, we use 7 products with 30, 50, 80, 100, 150, 200, and 300 components, respectively, and relevant parameters are randomly generated as shown in Table 4. To execute ISS and NSGA-II algorithm [34], NSGA-II algorithm includes traditional selection, crossover, mutation, fast nondominated sort strategies, and crowding distance assignment. Note that $p_c$ represents crossover probability, $p_m$ represents mutation probability, $pop\_size$ represents the size of population, and $Gen$ represents maximum iteration count in SS.

ISS algorithm parameters are set as follows: $pop\_size = 100$, $b_1 = b_2 = 5$, $b_3 = 10$, and $Gen = 100$. NSGA-II parameters are set as follows: $pop\_size = 100$, $p_c = 0.6$, $p_m = 0.005$, and $Gen = 100$. In order to fairly compare two algorithms, NSGA-II algorithm uses the same encoding and decoding rules, select operator using the roulette wheel method, crossover operator using PPX. Two algorithms to solve the same disassembly sequence problem,
Table 3: Computational results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Disassembly sequence</th>
<th>Disassembly time</th>
<th>Disassembly profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\pi$ 1, 2, 8, 7, 6, 4, 5, 3, 10, 9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\pi$ 1, 2, 7, 6, 8, 5, 4, 3, 9, 10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\pi$ 1, 2, 9, 7, 8, 10, 6, 4, 5, 3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Different parameters and value range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$t^0_j$</th>
<th>$t^1_j$</th>
<th>$R^0_j$</th>
<th>$R^1_j$</th>
<th>$R^N_j$</th>
<th>$C^0_j$</th>
<th>$C^1_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
<td>[1, 15]</td>
<td>[1, 15]</td>
<td>[1, 20]</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Final evolvable population generated by ISS and NSGA-II with 30 components.

Figure 5: Final evolvable population generated by ISS and NSGA-II with 50 components.

The author collected the ISS algorithm terminates in the external archive approximate Pareto solutions. Two algorithms to solve disassembly sequence problem, author collected the ISS algorithm terminates when the external archive approximate Pareto solutions, and NSGA-II algorithm terminates in the last population approximate Pareto solutions; then according to collected Pareto solution ISS algorithm and NSGA-II algorithm to generate approximate Pareto solution set, the results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figures 4 and 5 are the results of solving 30 components and 50 components which use the ISS algorithm and NSGA-II algorithm. The results show that each objective function value, i.e., disassembly revenue or time increases as the number of disassembly components increases. The ISS algorithm generates approximate Pareto solution set, which is superior to compare NSGA-II algorithm for multiobjective selective disassembly sequence problems. Figure 6 represents comparison graph of two algorithms on computing time, which shows that SS algorithm CPU time is shorter than the NSGA-II algorithm CPU time. By analyzing Figures 4, 5, and 6, the following results can be found:

1. with the increasing scale of the problem, the corresponding target value will increase in the same parameters;

2. algorithm for different scale of the problem will solve different effective approximate solution set; the solution results by SS algorithm are better than solution results by NSGA-II algorithm;
5. Conclusions

Disassembly sequence planning is an essential procedure of EOL products recovery which directly affects the effectiveness of maintenance and remanufacturing process in reverse logistics [35, 36]. This work addresses an intelligent selective disassembly approach based on scatter search algorithms for the first time. A multiobjective selective model has been developed to maximize disassembly revenue and minimize disassembly time. We then choose to employ improved multiobjective scatter search method to obtain the solution set of the proposed model. Using this solution methodology, a multiobjective selective disassembly problem can be easily solved. A case study on disassembling a domestic aircraft is adopted to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed model. The results can be used to guide decision makers in making better decisions when a product is disassembled.

Although the efficacy of the proposed model has been verified, certain limitations exist. First, this work does not use actual disassembly data to validate this method to provide the best decision support for disassembly sequence practice. Another limitation is that the effective measures to describe the quality of the Pareto set may not be applied. Therefore, more effective measures and methods should be studied in the future to identify the best ways to solve the disassembly problems.
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